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Autonomy eDiscovery Practice
DELIVERING eDISCOVERY EXPERTISE
PRACTICE HIGHLIGHTS






Trained and certified
by Autonomy to ensure
best practices are
implemented
Expertise in analyzing
metadata and defining
recordkeeping
strategies
Able to quickly adapt
eDiscovery solutions to
clients’ specific needs,
as well as add new
features

REPRESENTATIVE
CLIENTS
 Large Canadian bank
 Large financial
services client
 Canadian federal
government
 Leading provider of
delivery services
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CGI offers a team of solution experts in both Autonomy Teamsite
Content Management and Autonomy IDOL Enterprise Search. We’ve
successfully delivered Autonomy software implementations both within
the Canadian federal government and for large Canadian financial
institutions. Our team has both the know-how and experience to help
drive your performance and profitable growth through best-in-class
eDiscovery technologies.
Delivering your vision
CGI recognizes that, while an effective eDiscovery program positions your team to
achieve optimal business performance, maximum value can only be realized when
business requirements determine system functionality and when program
implementation occurs as a part of an enterprise-wide alignment effort.
Already established as a leading information technology and business process
services company, CGI is also an industry leader in the design and delivery of
effective eDiscovery solutions. We recommend investing in modernizing legacy
systems only after the following have been achieved:




An effective business solution has been mapped out
When full alignment of services and business processes has been facilitated
When supporting technologies offer functionality that is effective, affordable,
integrated, interoperable and agile

A trusted Autonomy partner
CGI leverages its partnership with Autonomy, a leading eDiscovery pioneer and
innovator, to help ensure our clients’ success with their eDiscovery initiatives. All CGI
practitioners receive the best technical training available through Autonomy. CGI also
follows best practices in terms of implementing eDiscovery across the Electronic
Discovery Reference Model (EDRM).

Business
solutions
through
information
technology®
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The growing demand for reliable eDiscovery
The eDiscovery industry is expected to grow tremendously over the next few years.
To meet the demand, CGI is continuing to develop its eDiscovery experts by
investing in training and professional development. We’re recruiting and developing
talented, experienced individuals to expand our service offerings and better address
the evolving eDiscovery needs of our clients.
The CGI difference
CGI treats information as a valuable strategic asset to be leveraged and shared.
When developed into actionable business assets, and when used to enhance
communication and service to clients, information acts as a powerful catalyst to
optimize business performance.
CGI is also vendor neutral. We only recommend approaches, tools, methodologies
and systems for eDiscovery that serve the best interests of the client, and only after
conducting a thorough and objective assessment of client needs and requirements.
We understand that effective eDiscovery helps, among other things, to minimize
costs and establish the preservation of electronic documents.

COMPANY PROFILE
At CGI, we’re committed to
the fundamentals that help
all of our stakeholders
succeed. Our 31,000
professionals in 125 offices
worldwide provide end-toend IT and business
process services that
facilitate the ongoing
evolution of our clients’
businesses.
_ More than 35 years of
long-term growth with
31,000 professionals in
125 offices

CGI has strong remote delivery capabilities with a breadth of seasoned Autonomy
and information management experts ready to step in and help our clients meet their
business requirements.

_ 9/10 satisfaction score
from more than 2,400
signed client
assessments

To help your organization get the best value from knowledge, innovation and
information, CGI offers an approach to information management that commences
with a determination of your corporate needs and business requirements, and only
proceeds further when:

_ Rigorous project
monitoring resulting in
95% on-time, on-budget
delivery





The value proposition for any enabling systems is clearly established
Implementation occurs as part of enterprise-wide service transformation
efforts
An effective strategy has been identified to address change management

Contact us
If you’re interested in learning more about the benefits of eDiscovery technology,
contact us at info@cgi.com.

www.cgi.com/ecm

_ Committed to world-class
service levels with over
98% exceeded or met
_ Among the lowest attrition
rates in the industry –
with 85% of professionals
owners
.

